
RYCO ROAD 
TRIP READY

Make the most of your holiday with 

some servicing tips from Ryco.

The holiday break is fast approaching 

and you’re thinking about packing the 

car for your next family road trip.

Forgetting to properly prepare your 

car could throw a serious spanner 

in the works, so, don’t forget to 

prepare your car with these simple 

servicing tips that can save you 

money and keep your vehicle 

running efficiently.

RYCO TIP#1
SAVE 10% ON FUEL
Did you know that the simple process of changing your air-filter could make you up to 10% 
in fuel savings*? Test results show vehicle air-to-fuel ratios and power output for engines 
operating with dirty air filters, commonly caused by under servicing, can result in an up to 
10% decrease in power and efficiency. So, whether it’s up the Hume Highway or Down the 
State Highway One, think about that economy for your next road trip.

*Based on highway driving conditions. 

RYCO TIP#2
WHEN CHANGING YOUR OIL, CHANGE YOUR OIL-FILTER
If you are changing your oil don’t forget to change the oil filter. A dirty oil filter will contaminate 
your new oil and reduce the life of the oil. Check your logbook for the recommended servicing 
intervals and the correct grade of oil to use.
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RYCO TIP#3
NOT INTO DIY?

If you’re not one to get a bit of grease under your nails, don’t forget that your local qualified 
mechanic can help you with your holiday vehicle servicing. A good mechanic will give you 
sound advice, using quality parts to protect you and your family.

RYCO TIP#4
GOT KIDS IN THE CAR?
Protect the most precious cargo in your car. The cabin air filter is a vital component that is 
hugely responsible for the comfort and health of your passengers. Ryco premium cabin air 
filters are designed to trap 98%* of harmful airborne particles which can cause headaches, 
nausea, asthma and other respiratory issues. 

*Based on Ryco Pollen Cabin Air filters

RYCO TIP#5
GIVE YOUR AC A BOOST
Is your air conditioning lacking in power? This could be a sign that your cabin air filter is 
blocked, limiting the air con’s flow. Depending on the driving conditions, this often-neglected 
filter can rapidly block up, trapping debris and circulating contaminated air. Not only 
is a fresh cabin air filter great for you and your family’s breathing, it will also go a long way 
to helping your AC run more efficiently.
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